From Zurich through A3 – E60 or Bern / Luzern through A2 – E25

- Follow Basel, then exit A3-E60 following exit Basel City / Bahnhof SBB
- Follow Bahnhof SBB, then France – EuroAirport / Flughafen
- At the end of the exit lane, take on your right the St. Jakobs-Strasse
- After 500m, turn on the left into Münchesteinerstrasse
- Cross the railway bridge straight on and after 200m take to the right into Güterstrasse
- After around 1km, Clemessy Switzerland AG is on the left side, #86b (around 200m after the big MediaMarkt shop on your right).
- Drive to the end of the courtyard.

From France through A35 – E25 or EuroAirport – French side

- Follow Mulhouse, coming from Strasbourg through A35-E25, coming from Lyon through A36-E54
- Follow Basel through A35-E25
- Arriving at Douane / Zoll, enter in Switzerland at Basel
- Follow City and then Bahnhof SBB
- At UBS building, turn right following Binningen
- Cross the railway bridge and just after the bridge, turn left, following Polizei
- You are in Güterstrasse. Clemessy Switzerland AG is at your right, #86b
- Drive to the end of the courtyard.
From Germany through A5 – E35

- Follow Basel and cross the German – Swiss border
- Follow Transit and after a tunnel, follow Basel Süd / City
- Take the Exit 5 / Basel-Süd / City
- At the end of the exit lane, take on your right the St. Jakobs-Strasse
- After 500m, turn on the left into Münchesteinerstrasse
- Cross the railway bridge straight on and after 200m take to the right into Güterstrasse
- After around 1km, Clemessy Switzerland AG is on the left side, #86b
  (around 200m after the big MediaMarkt shop on your right).
- Drive to the end of the courtyard.

From Basel railway station

- In the main hall of the station, take the escalator up to the platforms
- Follow the blue panels indicating “Güterstrasse”
- Before “MediaMarkt” store, turn right and go down to the street. You are now in “Güterstrasse”
- Take the street to the right. Clemessy is around 100 m in the street on the other side #86b
- Drive to the end of the courtyard.

From Euroairport – Swiss side (by car)

- Follow Basel and then City and Bahnhof SBB.
- At UBS building, turn right following Binningen
- Cross the railway bridge and just after the bridge, turn left, following “Polizei”
- You are in Güterstrasse. Clemessy Switzerland AG is at your right, #86b
- Drive to the end of the courtyard.

From Euroairport – Swiss side (by bus)

- Take the bus 50 outside the terminal on the swiss side
- Leave the bus at the end station (Bahnhof SBB)
- Enter into the station
- In the main hall of the station, take the escalator up to the platforms
- Follow the blue panels indicating “Güterstrasse”
- Before “MediaMarkt” store, turn right and go down to the street. You are now in “Güterstrasse”
- Take the street to the right. Clemessy is around 100 m in the street on the other side #86b